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The language and symbols of Tarot are similar to what we find in poetry and dreams: 

that is, the meaning is there to be extracted, but it’s also malleable. You may see 

things in the following cards that I did not perceive. Images may carry different 

weight for you, or the reading may spark personal insight that differs from mine. This 

is the beauty and magic of art, and hence of Tarot. 

 

What follows is a presentation of your personal reading, along with the meanings and 

connections that I see in the cards. You are also encouraged to take your quest 

beyond the reading of this document, and I include recommendations for further 

reflection at the end of the reading. It’s also highly recommended that you reflect in a 

journal immediately afterwards to record your thoughts, questions, and ideas.  

 

 

Inquiry: A reading for the year to come following an international move 

Process: To approach this inquiry, I created a five-card spread to aid your reflection 

as you make the big move from London to Canada. The deck I used is the Cosmic 

Tarot, which I adore for its detailed illustrations and beautiful archetypal imagery. 

 

Card 1 – What you are bringing with you – Three of Pentacles:  

 

This card features three people hard at work building a house. 

The foundations are there and the walls are starting to go up, 

but there is much left to be done. This suggests to me the state 

of being in-progress. Maybe you feel you are leaving some 

things behind unfinished, or maybe you feel this big move 

comes at a strange in-between part of your life. It’s important 

to keep in mind that there is never a perfect time for a big life 

change. There will always be something left undone, and 

conditions will never be one hundred percent in your favour. 

Be satisfied with the good work you have already done, and if 

there is anything you have left unfinished then be realistic 

about what you will be able to return to – and, indeed, what 

you want to return to. Don’t allow yourself to feel burdened by 

things left unfinished. Rather, embrace this unique chance to 

start fresh! 
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Card 2 – What you are leaving behind – Strength: 

 

It is perfectly normal to feel, both during and after a big 

move, that you have left behind a bit of your strength. After 

all, living in a new place is exceedingly challenging, and we 

may feel the pain of being without the support system that 

was established in our former place of residence. You may 

find yourself actually questioning who you are, and 

wondering if you really are as strong as you thought. The 

truth is, you are stronger. Maybe the strength you left 

behind is your old strength, your old power, and you have 

been given an opportunity to discover new ways in which 

you can be powerful. This is a really good time to challenge 

yourself to have new and potentially uncomfortable 

experiences. Whatever weaknesses that come to light for 

you in this year to come, know that underneath them are 

lessons to learn and new strength to develop. 

 

 

 

 

 

Card 3 – What to seek more of – The Hermit: 

 

The Hermit is a symbol for solitude, introspection, study, 

and reflection. In the image on the card, the Hermit 

contemplates the light in his lantern which seems to be 

connected to the heavenly starlight above. It seems to me 

that this card is advising you to go within and become more 

intimately acquainted with your inner truth. You have 

already informed me that you intend to use this year to 

explore creative possibilities (i.e. music), and I would 

simply add to that: make sure you are listening to your soul. 

This card would seem to confirm that now is a great time 

for artistic pursuits; maybe you should ask yourself if 

there’s anything else you wish to devote yourself to, 

anything else you wish to try. As Joseph Campbell liked to 

say, Follow your bliss.  
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Card 4 – What supports you in your journey – Justice: 

 

This card is probably adding a note of caution ot the 

message of the Hermit. Notice the balance of day/night in 

the background, and compare that to the total night that 

the Hermit resides in. This seems to be advising you to 

make sure to temper your creative pursuits with a healthy 

balance of the rest of life. In other words, enjoy your 

Hermit moments of quiet soul-searching and introspection, 

but don’t forget to also step outside and experience the 

daylight. Take a balanced approach to your new situation. 

In practical terms, don’t become overly house-bound, and 

also don’t push yourself to experience everything in the 

external world just because it’s new. I will return to this 

idea of balance later in the reaading. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Card 5 – Overall advice – Wheel of Fortune: 

 

When the Wheel of Fortune appears in a reading, I see it as a 

reminder to step back and see the big picture, cosmically 

speaking. This is only one year of your life, of a century, of a 

millennium, of all of time. It will be unforgettable, certainly, and 

you will learn and grow immensely. But it’s also important to see 

the experience in the context of your whole life, which will 

contain innumerable other opportunities and growth. In other 

words, this move is not the be-all and end-all. Don’t be 

concerned if you feel you haven’t learned very much at the end of 

it, or changed that significantly. Don’t put unnecessary pressure 

on yourself to use this opportunity to the absolute fullest. Take 

advantage of it, yes, but don’t beat yourself up for failing to do 

and have it all. Let it be what it is. The lessons and growth might 

not be clear until much later, and that takes patience. 
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Overall, I think this reading is advising you to examine your expectations of the year 

to come. Are your expectations of yourself and the move too high? Are you 

potentially setting yourself up for disappointment and/or unnecessary stress? At the 

same time, is your approach to the move well-balanced enough? To answer these 

questions and prepare for the year ahead, I have provided some recommendations 

and creative exercises that you can try if you wish. 

 

Recommendations for Further Reflection: 

First, write down everything that this reading made you feel and think. Aim for at 

least one full handwritten page. This will be useful to come back to later, if you wish. 

 

Next, if you’re interested in exploring balance in your life, there are a few exercises 

you can do. In CBT therapy, sometimes clients are advised to keep hourly track of 

how they spend their time. You can do this throughout the day, or you can sit down 

at the end of it and try to remember what you were doing at each hour of the day 

from when you woke up to when you were ready for sleep. It’s best to do this activity 

for at least a full week in order to give you a general idea of how your days are going. 

At the end of the week, reflect on what you see. It may help to color-code your 

activities; highlight yellow for work, highlight green for leisure, and so on. 

 

Another exercise for balance (the Life Pie) is one taken from The Artist’s Way by 

Julia Cameron: “Draw a circle. Divide it into six pieces of pie. Label one piece 

spirituality, another exercise, another play, and so on with work, friends, and 

romance/adventure. Place a dot in each slice at the degree to which you are fulfilled 

in that area (outer rim indicates great; inner circle, not so great). Connect the dots. 

This will show you where you are lopsided.” 

 

Finally, to aid you in your Hermit pursuits, I would highly recommend watching The 

Power of Myth (available on Netflix at the time of writing), which is a series of 

interviews with Joseph Campbell, renowned myth scholar. If you’re not familiar with 

Joseph Campbell, this is not just dry academia; he explains how myths can help us 

frame our lives, and the importance of following your bliss (as I mentioned earlier). 

If this series is not available where you are, there is also a book version (which I have 

not read so I’m unsure how closely related they are, though I’m sure it’s valuable). 

 

 

I hope this reading has been helpful for you! I welcome your feedback at any time. 

 

Best wishes for the move and the year ahead  

 

An image of your complete reading can be found on the next page.  

 

Warm wishes, 

-Maria 
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Your Reading 
 

 


